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PRESS INFORMATION

INSTADEEP SELECTED TO JOIN WORLD LEADING INNOVATION
PLATFORM TO PROVIDE AI SOLUTIONS TO ENTERPRISES

LONDON, February 2019: InstaDeep Ltd. is proud to announce its selection as one of 22
start-ups joining Plug And Play’s Supply Chain Innovation Platform in February following
tough elimination processes and pitch presentations to over 20 corporations.
The announcement comes after 40 start-ups were further narrowed down to a final 22
participants following almost 500 initial entries to ‘Batch Four’ selection week in Silicon
Valley from 4th – 7th February. With focus areas ranging from Supply Chain Digitization, AI
Machine Learning and Predictive Maintenance to IoT Sensors and Warehouse Animation
amongst other areas, the industry agnostic platform is the world’s largest end-to-end supply
chain innovation platform.
“Being selected for the program is a true testament of our capabilities in AI and supply chain
management, and we are excited and humbled to take part and connect with interesting
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corporations the world over through Plug and Play”, says CEO and Co-Founder of InstaDeep
Karim Beguir.
The 12-week program provides the start-ups with unique access to corporations looking to
solve specific problems related to supply chain and logistics, by matching companies by
capabilities and demand. It is designed to support early and growth-stage startups to build
their business and start conversations with major corporate clients.
“Already during selection week we connected with multiple companies and have started
interesting conversations. We look forward to seeing how we can keep growing our network
and help solve enterprise’s challenges at the same time”, says Beguir.
"We are excited to have this world-class cohort of startups with us for the next few months.
We are confident that they will succeed, and we can't wait to see them reach new
milestones," said Farzin Shadpour, Managing Director of Plug and Play Supply Chain in the
company’s press release.
- END For more information contact communications@instadeep.com or call +44(0)20 3890 7528.

ABOUT INSTADEEP
Founded in Tunis in 2015 by Karim Beguir and Zohra Slim, InstaDeep is today an industry renowned AI firm delivering AI
products and solutions for the enterprise, with headquarters in London, and offices in Paris, Tunis, Nairobi and Lagos.
Powered by high-performance computing and outstanding research and development breakthroughs, InstaDeep utilises deep
reinforcement learning to create AI systems that can optimise decision-making processes in real-life industrial environments.
Our skilled in-house team of AI researchers, Machine Learning engineers, Hardware and Visualisation experts, harness the
expertise to build end-to-end products that can tackle the most challenging optimisation and automation challenges, and
provide real value and ROI to your business. InstaDeep offers a host of AI solutions, ranging from optimised pattern-recognition,
GPU-accelerated insights, to self-learning decision making systems.
InstaDeep partners with organisations such as Deep Learning Indaba, Google Launchpad Accelerator, Facebook Dev Circles
and Data Science Nigeria to support the rise of AI in Africa and across the globe.
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InstaDeep was named as one of the 20 global tech start-up companies to watch in 2017 by PCMag , and Karim is one of only
30 ML/AI Experts worldwide to be certified by Google (Nov 2017).
www.instadeep.com
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https://www.pcmag.com/feature/352129/mwc-2017-20-intriguing-global-startups-to-watch
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